The scheme of interaction between companies and cash flows
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The scheme of execution of the contract and the establishment of a charitable fund to finance 35%

The scheme to acquire shares of the Bank "Rossiya"

The scheme of financing the purchase of shares of JSC "SOVAZ"

The structure of the companies to implement investment projects in Russia, as well as financing the construction of the Palace of the Gelendzhik

Fund «Pole of Hope» Roman Abramovich

Fund «Education»

Petromed

EM&PS

Siemens

Bank «Rossiya»
NSh 12.583%
DG 12.583%

Dividends NSh

Dividends DG

Robins International Ltd.

Various investment projects in Russia:
- Vysing Vinoyard
- Plant for the production of modules
- Vineyards of the Gelendzhik

Funding for the construction of the Palace
USC "Lirius", Company "Rinus", Military Unit - 1473

Rosinvest

Lirius Holding, Lichtenstein

Lirius Management, Switzerland

Santal Tr.

Dresdner Bank, Swisk

Akcept 12.47%
IEC «Abross» 51%
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